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U.S. Colleges and Universities 

Public 4-year institutions 634
Private 4-year institutions 1,546
Public 2-year institutions 1,086
Private 2-year institutions 118
For-profit institutions  852
 
 Total    4,236



Types of Colleges & Universities 

Major research universities  94
Other doctoral universities  184
Regional universities   695
Baccalaureate colleges   730
Community colleges   1,086
Other (religious, specialized, etc.) 1,446



Enrollments 

Total enrollments (2003) 17.3 million

Percentage of population 
with some college  53.9%

Percentage of population 
with BA/BS degree  26.6%



Finances 

State support (20%)   $67 billion
Federal support (25%)

Student financial aid  $60 billion
Research grants   $21 billion

Private support 
(tuition, gifts) (55%)  $180 billion

Total support   $330 billion 
(2.6% GDP)



Role of Government 

Federal Government 

 No ministry, no national systems, no controls…no policy 
  $60 billion/y of financial aid to students 
  $21 billion/y of research grants to individual faculty 
 NOTE: The federal government provides grants to people 
  (students, faculty, patients), NOT to universities 

State Government 

 $60 billion/y to support operation of public universities 
 Great diversity in state governance, from rigidly controlled  
  systems (New York, Ohio) to strategic master plans  
  (California) to anarchy (Michigan)



Other Characteristics 

  The great diversity among institutions and missions. 

  The balance among funding sources (private vs. public, state 
vs. federal). 

  The influence of market forces (for students, faculty, 
resources, reputation). 

  Its global character (attracting students and faculty from 
around the world) 

  The absence of a centralized system that leads to highly 
decentralized, market-sensitive, and agile institutions, 
students, and faculty. 

  Supportive public policies (academic freedom, institutional 
autonomy, tax and research policies). 

  The research partnership between universities, the federal 
government, and industry.
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Quality 

“There is no shortage of things to marvel at in 
America’s higher-education system, from its robustness 
in the face of external shocks to its overall excellence. 
However what particularly stands out is the system’s 
flexibility and its sheer diversity…It is all too easy to 
mock American academia. But it is easy to lose sight of 
the real story: that America has the best system of 
higher education in the world!” 

   The Economist, September, 2005 



One more characteristic 
What is a "university"? 

• From French universite and Latin universitatem, meaning 
“the whole, or entire” 
• Also universitas magistrorium et scholarium, “community 
of masters and scholars” 
• John Henry Newman: A“School of Universal Learning”, a 
school of knowledge of every kind, consisting of teachers 
and learners from every discipline. 

A key feature of American universities: comprehensiveness 





So…what do university 
presidents worry about these 
days? 

  Money 

  Politics 

  Students 

  College sports (at least for an unfortunate 
few…) 



Let's try a somewhat 
different perspective 
than ground-level… 
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Over the next generation, the university will change so 
much that it will no longer be recognizable in today's 
terms: 

 global universities 

 "meta" universities 

 universal access to knowledge and learning 
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Conjecture 

Over the next generation, the university will change so 
much that it will no longer be recognizable in today's 
terms: 

 global universities 

 "meta" universities 

 universal access to knowledge and learning 

Think Open Knowledge Initiative, Open CourseWare, 

Sakai Project…and, of course, Google!!! 



A historical example 

The evolution of the University of Michigan: 

 1850 

 1900 

 1950 

 2000 

 2050???  













Which brings us to 
our second topic… 




